


Discussions with Masters in Guangzhou 
Cooperation between American designer, 

Kira Krümm, and Zhu Xiaojie

BY MR. WANG ZHOU 

INTRO: American Interior Designer- Kira Krümm with her

award–winning luxury interior & bedding designs are

Internationally renowned.

Ms. Krümm unveiled her Kira Krumm Bedding Collection for

Opal Furniture Co., Ltd., at the 2013 China International

Furniture Fair in Guangzhou, this March.

The Kira Krümm Mineral Collection, designed exclusively for

Opal Furniture Co., debuted in a beautiful showcase

display at the 31st Annual International Fair, launching the

first in a series of creative product collaborations between

Ms. Krümm and Opal’s founder, renowned Chinese

furniture designer, Mr. Zhu Xiaojie. Unveiling an exquisite

line of bedding for the Chinese luxury market, The 2013

Mineral Collection reveals Ms. Krümm’s distinct design

aesthetic, beautifully balancing the elegant and ethereal,

with soft neutral hues and sophisticated metallic accents,

in a style that is timeless and breathtaking.

“Inspired by the earth and the organic qualities of Opal’s 

unique furniture, I wanted The Mineral Collection to reflect 

the synergy of innovative design elements while depicting 

modern elegance and global sophistication. Each 

bedding ensemble is composed naturally, with clarity and 

structure, designed specifically for each bed it adorns,”

says Ms. Krümm.
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The premier Kira Krümm Mineral Collection for Opal includes
4 bedding ensembles from The Mineral Semi-Precious
Collection (Opal, Moonstone, Quartz, and Topaz), to be
followed by 4 ensembles from The Mineral Metallic
Collection.

As Principal Interior Designer of Kira Krümm International
Design, Ms. Krümm has established a strong presence in
China's art & design industry in recent years, garnering
national notoriety through contributions in various
international design ventures and events, including serving
as Concept Designer for the 2012 100% Design Shanghai
Italian Apartment Showcase.
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With over 20 years of experience in luxury design, Ms.
Krümm has garnered global acclaim securing her position
as an innovator and visionary at the forefront of modern
interior design. Her extensive list of accomplishments
includes more than 30 industry honors in residential and
commercial design, and recognition in countless regional
and international publications. Through prestigious
international partnerships, Ms. Krümm is currently
developing her signature product line, The Kira Krümm
Kollection, which includes luxury home décor and fine art
with a focus on luxury custom bedding.

Kira Krümm’s international design studio headquarters are
based in Estero, Florida, USA, with sister locations in
Shanghai, China. For more information, please visit
www.kirakrumm.com/chinese

(Contributing Editor, Mr. Zhou Wang)


